Plant a Money Tree
by Brent Evans http://www.learningsuccess.com
It is important for your security and quality of life to have several streams of
income. As such, there are important principles to assure your success. The
first letter of each principle is underlined and when put together forms the
acronym: DRAW MONEY TREE. The first four principles are to be found within
you. The others need to be evident in any opportunity you are evaluating.

0

Decision to Be Wealthy: Until you decide to be wealthy
you will not notice, discover, or take action on the
wealth opportunities around you.

1

Responsible (committed): Don’t keep moving the
money tree. Wealth building requires a series of
actions taken over a period of time.

2

Achieve Ever Greater Means by living at least 10%
below your means: Learn to live below your means
and your means will grow to higher and higher levels.

3

Win in the Margins & Take the millionaire’s minutes:
Look for opportunities around you to get more for your
money and build additional streams of income.

4

Multiple Streams of Income: Will the opportunity you
are evaluating add another stream of income and
enrich your quality of life?

Important

Understand

Started

Habit

5

Outstanding: Is the company, product, or service well
above others in the field?

6

Nothing Down: Can you take advantage of this
opportunity with little or no money investment?

7

Employee Resistant: Having employees is expensive
and time-consuming. Does this opportunity require
employees?

8

Yield: What is the long-term income potential in
relation to the time needed to take advantage of the
opportunity?

9

Trends – Timing - Tested: Does this opportunity take
advantage of important trends, such as more and
more public interest. Has it been tested?

10

Residual: Does this opportunity include building an
income that continues and is not dependent on your
continued work?

11

Essential to Everybody Everyday: Does the opportunity
involve products or services that are essential to
everyone every day?

12

Enthusiasm: Is the product, services, or opportunity
capable of generating enthusiasm? Will you and other
people want to share it with others?

Rolling to Plant Your Own Money Tree
Each player should have his or her own game sheet with 13 principles or actions important when planting
money trees that can general additional streams of income. They are numbered from 0 thru 12. Each
principle/action row has four squares labeled: Important – Understand – Started – Habit. When a player
claims a principle/action (see below), he or she should indicate this by marking one of the squares in that
row that would correctly identify how the player is doing in implementing that particular principle/action.
If he or she agrees it is important, the Important box should be marked. If player fully understands the
principle/action and how to implement it, the Understand box should be marked. If the player has
actually started the action, the Started box should be marked. If the player has made it a habit to
implement the principle/action as shown by consistently doing it for at least two consecutive weeks, the
Habit box should be marked. This allows the game sheet to be an on-going program and progress sheet
for the player. On a turn, player rolls dice and by adding or subtracting them comes up with a number that
allows him or her to claim a particular principle or action. For example, player could role a 5 and a 2. That
means player could add the dice and claim #7 (Employee Resistant) or subtract the dice and claim #3
(Win in the Margins). First player to claim all 13 principles or actions wins the game. Next time the game
is played, players could discuss progress made from the last time in implementing the principles/actions
and the benefits they have experienced. A successful player should be able to use the acronym DRAW
MONEY TREE to recall and explain all 13 principles. Players need to be able to apply the first four
principles to develop the qualities within themselves to become wealthy. They need to know the other
nine principles so they can evaluate wealth-building opportunities that become available.
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